
MIFAB, Inc. MPB-2012-US
F1100-C-W(D) Overflow Drain with Standpipe and Optional Dome

SS(-3)
Model # WT. Lbs. Str. Size US$ List

F1102,3,4-C-W(D)-3 8.00 4" Standpipe  $1,186.00  

Deduct For: Less Dome, (Delete Suffix (D)) and deduct $230.00
When no membrane clamp is required, delete Suffix (-C) and deduct $50.00

F1100-C-W(D) SERIES OPTIONAL VARIATIONS

SUFFIX DESCRIPTION US$ List
-5 Sediment bucket (A1-PB) $65.00
-6 Security screws (TR25 Torx and pin) (H-1039A) $33.00
-7 Trap seal primer tapping Standard
-8 Backwater valve (BV1250 Series) (2", 3", 4") $230.00
-10 Decorative polished top $102.00
-11 Acid resistant epoxy coated body $157.00
-13 Galvanized body $119.00
-15 Extension (DD-50) $84.00
-21 Secondary flat strainer (FD-9600 Series) $36.00
-28 Stainless steel body (Type 304) (2", 3", 4" No Hub only) $734.00
-30 PVC Socket Connection Body (2", 3" or 4") No Add
-31 ABS Socket Connection Body (2", 3" or 4") No Add
-34 Closure plug C1440 Series) $220.00
-40 Underdeck clamp (A1-C3) $90.00
-41 Sump receiver (A1-BP) $156.00
-49 Chrome plated strainer assembly (-add to -1 only) $18.00
-90 Threaded side outlet (2", 3") (N/A in -30, -31) $132.00
-90 4" threaded side outlet (N/A in -30, -31) $188.00
-91 Stainless steel standpipe (W-3) No Add
-95 Client logo $545.00
-C Membrane clamp (A1-C2) $50.00
-C1 Low rough-in membrane clamp (A1-C1) $50.00
-F4-(1,3) 4" NB or SS round funnel $256.00
-F4-50 4" cast iron round funnel $107.00
-F6-(1,3) 6" NB or SS round funnel $380.00
-F6-50 6" cast iron round funnel $173.00
-G-(1,3) 4" x 9" NB or SS oval funnel $531.00
-G-50 4" x 9" C.I. oval funnel $256.00
-J-(1,3) 3" x 1" NB or SS oval funnel $256.00
-J-50 3" x 1" CI oval funnel $107.00
P Push on outlet (2", 3" or 4") No Add
T Threaded outlet (2", 3" or 4") $47.00
-Z Extended wide elastomeric flange on top (use Z5 or ZS top) $799.00
X Inside caulk outlet (2", 3" or 4") No Add
5 5" no hub outlet $335.00
5T 5" threaded outlet $335.00
5X 5" inside caulk outlet $335.00
6 6" no hub outlet $335.00
6P 6" push on outlet $335.00


